
To Best Serve Our Customers: Sign-up two weeks in advance of class.  This will allow us proper time and headcount for 
ordering specialty items necessary for class. 

Class Cancellation Policy:  With at least 48 hours notice, full class credit will be applied to your store account. 
With less than 48 hours notice, half class fee will be credited to your store account. No Shows forfeit total class fee.  

Guest Teachers and Special Events: Two week cancellation required for 100% store credit. No credit given for 
cancellations with less than one week notice. Early-bird sign-ups are non-refundable.  

 
 

Embellishment Club: Fabric Weaving 
Sat., Nov. 19 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Instructor: Chris Johnson 
 
Registration Deadline: November 5, 2022 
 

In this session, we are exploring basic weaving techniques using fabric strips (both raw edge 
and folded) to make a textured fabric background for inclusion in a variety of projects, stand alone 
with applique, or even individual blocks. 

To "save the planet," you will need to make your loom from a recycled cardboard box. A 
sample is at shop. Go big if you want to make a decent sized piece of fabric that you can cut into for 
various projects. Remember, though, that the weaving takes time. Stick to a smaller box if you want a 
placemat size piece of fabric. Using foam core board is an option, but the cardboard box does away 
with a lot of pins and can rest nicely on your knee or table. You can also use tape to secure woven 
ends and still pin into the box. You will need to cut a slot into top and bottom of box (at each end; on 
the side). I used a serrated edged bread knife, and this worked well. Your warp strips (ie. vertical) 
can then be threaded through the slots, holding either Shapeflex, Wonder Under, or fusible low loft 
batting on top of a plain backing fabric. Place with adhesive side facing upwards (so the iron can be 
used to gently fuse this in place before removing completed weave from box loom) - and tied at the 
end of your box. Please try and organize your box loom ahead of time and have some strips cut. They 
will need to be twice the length of your box plus a generous 10 inches for tying and may be of various 
sizes or just one size. Batik works best for raw edge otherwise strip edges need to be folded under 
1/4 inch (before setting up your loom) or use a sasher or bias tape maker and pressed with the iron. 

• Bring a small piece of interesting fabric - perhaps with a large motif (may be something you 
have painted), to use as "a header" for your piece or to cut up for applique and/or contrast 
with your woven fabric to make other blocks. 

• Shapeflex (if you want to re-cut your weave); steam a seam and a plain backing fabric (if you 
want a "stand alone" design which can then be layered for quilting); and/or fusible low loft 
batting (also for easy quilting for smaller projects eg. cosmetic purse or tote bag) All available 
at ONQ!! 

• An assortment of ribbons, braids, cord, maybe some interesting fabric, eg. tulle - various sizes 
and colors - if you have. Ric rac braid gives a lot of interest. 

• A large diaper pin - (this is your "shuttle"). 
• STRONG ! pins. 
• Tape to secure weave ends. 
• Sewing machine (good working order), attachments for piecing, applique and quilting. 

Thread to match. 

 


